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ABSTRACT Low voltage ride through (LVRT) is one of the indispensable issues of recent decade in the
context of grid codes. LVRT stands for the ability of a generation facility to stay connected during the voltage
dip. Despite the numerous discussions in recent works, but they mostly concentrate on the LVRT-based
control of distributed energy resources (DERs) integrated into a microgrid and its improvement. However,
what has been hidden and not addressed any more yet is an index to measure the LVRT capability of a
DER-penetrated distribution network (DPDN) under different voltage sags. This takes precedence when we
want to evaluate the LVRT capability of DPDNs with consideration of various LVRT categories of DERs
mandated in IEEE 1547 standard. This paper introduces a general framework for LVRT assessment of a
DPDN by solving a system of differential algebraic equations (DAEs). Then expected LVRT capability of
a DPDN is evaluated by a proposed LVRT index through the implementation of Monte Carlo simulation
technique.

INDEX TERMS Differential algebraic equation (DAE), distributed energy resource (DER), penetrated
distribution network (DPDN), low voltage ride through (LVRT), Monte Carlo.

I. INTRODUCTION
Low voltage ride-through (LVRT) concept accounts as
one of the ride-through capability of distributed energy
resources (DERs) in abnormal operation conditions, consid-
ered in the power system grid codes. LVRT entails limiting
the active power amount of the DER as was generated in
steady state and increasing the injection of reactive power.
This can help raise the voltage in the abnormal operation
mode of the network and provide a situation to stay con-
nected.

The abnormal operation mode in the distribution sector
stands for a condition of a network in which voltage or
frequency of network deviates from its nominal value. About
the voltage, any sudden drop below the 90% of nominal value
accounts as the abnormal condition and response of DERs
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to this short term voltage drop is known as their abnormal
operating performance. This response of DER affects a lim-
ited area supplied by the main substation and helps raise the
voltage to an acceptable level.

It was mandatory to immediately trip the DER in the past
decades by the occurrence of a voltage drop (with any time
duration of abnormal condition) on its point of common
coupling (PCC). For the DER trip, there was no difference
between a short-term voltage drop caused by transient events
(such as transient faults) and the voltage drops with consid-
erable time duration.

With the incoming last decade and increasing the growth
of DER capacity, the power system faced with an essential
problem. Sudden loss of a considerable capacity of DERs
encounters the power system into the risk of blackout.

Indeed, the modern power systems supply a large number
of their loads by the distributed generation that its loss may
result in various kinds of instabilities in the upstream grid and
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consequently the cascading failures. Hence it was decided to
equip the installed DERs to LVRT ability to keep on the DERs
through the short term voltage drop of its PCC.

Various countries have their specific grid code which
includes the LVRT capability of DERs too. In general, two
abnormal operating performance categories are defined for
the LVRT capability of DERs, category I and category II.
However, the newly published IEEE standard 1547 [1], has
introduced three categories (all with full explanation are
given). As an example, the LVRT capability defined in Ger-
man grid code [2] is shown in Fig. 1 for the two abnormal
operating categories of DERs. It can be seen that the cate-
gory II DERs have more chance to withstand the abnormal
condition rather than the category I.

FIGURE 1. LVRT capability curve for the two types of categories.

Two border lines depicted in Figure 1 (for two LVRT
performance categories) distinguish between the ride through
zone and trip zone of the DER. Ride through the zone is the
area above the border and trip zone includes the area below
the border. Suppose an abnormal condition of network with
clearing time of 400 ms that causes the drop of PCC voltage
to about 60% of nominal voltage. For a category I DERwhich
requires a PCC voltage higher than 0.7 pu, this PCC voltage
has a lower value and results in operation cessation of the
DER for several minutes.

While according to this figure, a category II DER can ride
through this short term voltage dip and withstand during this
abnormal condition. In addition, severe voltage dips in PCC
voltage with a longer duration can lead to the trip of DERs
with both LVRT performance categories I and II. But at all
category II DERs have more chance to successfully riding
through the different short term voltage dips.

In the field of DER LVRT and its improvement, numerous
works have been carried out. Mainly the inverter-based DERs
like photovoltaic (PV) [3]–[5] and wind turbine (WT) [6]–[8]
that their control strategy to better ride through the PCC
voltage dip was fully discussed. In [9], LVRT enhancement
of a PV system was achieved by optimally tuning of PI
control parameters of both the DC-DC converter and the grid

side inverter to reach the maximum power point tracking
and increase the PCC voltage. Besides, the stability analysis
of DERs, such as a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)
with consideration of LVRT was evaluated in [10] and [11].
In [12], the LVRT ability of DFIG-WTs after the occurrence
of symmetrical and unsymmetrical faults has been improved
by controlling the stator voltage of DFIG through its rotor
side converter.

In [13] and [14], the LVRT behavior of solar genera-
tion in direction with transient analysis was evaluated in
a multi-machine power system. Also, the frequency of the
center of inertia to improve the LVRT and transient stability
of a multi virtual synchronous generator power system has
been implemented in [15].

Dynamic reactive power injection and LVRT support were
addressed in [16] for a power system integrated with large
scale WTs. Ref. [17] proposed a control strategy based on the
mixed potential function to limit the inverter current against
both the balanced and unbalanced faults and also regulate the
amount of reactive power injection. Fast transition from nor-
mal operation mode to the LVRT mode accounts as another
advantage of this control method.

Also, fuzzy logic controllers have represented accept-
able results in the LVRT performance of inverter-based
DERs. In [18], a robust Sugeno fuzzy logic controller was
designed for the back to back converter of variable speed
WT utilized as a permanent magnet synchronous genera-
tor (PMSG). With the help of this controller and the Wale
optimization algorithm, enhancement of LVRT performance
and power-tracking maximization of the WT are achieved
in the bi-objective framework. For three phase PV systems,
Ref. [19] implemented Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy neural network
to control the reactive power injection during the LVRTmode
of operation. It has used an online learning algorithm to
enhance the LVRT performance of PV,considering uncertain-
ties in the fuzzy-neural control.

For the sake of DER synchronization during the faulty
condition of the network, the phase-locked loop (PLL) is
implemented. Authors in [20] have proposed a low-pass notch
PLL as a robust PLL,which is based on fast Fourier transform
concept. Using the phase angle extracted from this PLL and
with the help of LVRT current injection strategies, a fea-
sible ride through has been guaranteed for grid-connected
inverter-based DERs under balanced and unbalanced
faults.

Apart from controlling methods, the role of fault current
limiters in the LVRT performance of DERs is one other issue
that was discussed in [21] and [22]. In [21], LVRT enhance-
ment of an offshore wind farm was carried out through the
cooperation of superconducting fault current limiters located
in the feeders to suppress fault currents and alleviation of
sag effect. Due to the weak cost-effectiveness of traditional
superconducting fault current limiters, Ref. [22] validated the
effect of resistive type superconducting fault current limiters
in the LVRT improvement of PMSGs in a cost-effective
manner.
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Microgrid design concerning the forthcoming grid codes
was pointed out in [23] and [24]. Optimally, the determination
of penetration level of PVs in a distribution network and their
converter size were carried out in [25]. In [26], the neural
network concept was used to control and enhance the LVRT
functionality of microgrids. Droop-based control method was
introduced by [27] and [28] to improve the LVRT in micro-
grids. The LVRT behavior of microgrids by applying the
consensus-based distributed control was investigated in [29].
Ref. [30] performed a dynamic LVRT analysis for amicrogrid
with weak grid connection from the viewpoint of stability and
DER control modes.

When a fault occurs in a power system, one major issue
is the current injection of inverter-based DERs. Ref. [31] has
proposed a theoretical method to calculate this fault current
for the PVwith consideration of its DC bus fluctuations to use
in the LVRT assessment. Such calculations have to consider
the network topology, its parameters and the type of faults
that occur within the network.

In a power system, for buses that are equipped with DER,
there exists a challenge that is determining the area of vul-
nerability. An area of vulnerability refers to the electrical
boundary in which fault occurrences affect the certain sen-
sitive buses (either load or generation buses). Since the buses
including DERs with LVRT capability are sensitive to the
depth of voltage sag, Ref. [32] has addressed a new method
based on bisection search, which determines the areas of
fault occurrence do not trigger the LVRT performance for
theseDERs. However, such problems (especially in the LVRT
context) may take importance in meshed high voltage power
system rather than radial MV feeders.

At all, the previous works can be summarized into four
contexts, devices and control methods to LVRT enhancement
and performance improvement of DERs, dynamic stability of
DERswith LVRT ability, synchronization of DERs during the
LVRT performance and area of vulnerability for DER LVRT
mode of operation. Nevertheless, what has been overlooked
in these works is the LVRT performance behavior of a whole
active distribution network.

To explain this point, consider a DER-penetrated distribu-
tion network (DPDN) and the DERs with different abnormal
operating performance categories. There are essential factors
that affect the whole LVRT capability of a DPDN, such as
the size and location of DERs, the network topology of MG
(number of buses and connectivity) and the DER abnormal
operating performance categories. The DER size has a direct
impact on the current injection amount, either active or reac-
tive to raise the PCC voltage. The DER bus location takes on
importance in large DPDNs where the DERs farther from the
sag location have a higher chance of staying connected.

In addition, the voltage rise of network and PCCs depends
indirectly on the network topology and the DERs abnormal
operation category which is of importance and determines
its ride-through ability to withstand against the voltage sags.
Furthermore, the bus loads can be taken into account in
the distribution sector as they can affect the PCC voltage

in sag duration. These are all important factors that were
not considered in previous studies. However, [33] has just
addressed the penetration level impact on voltage instabil-
ity of a PV-penetrated distribution network and its LVRT
capability.

Furthermore, these works have not discussed the condi-
tions of the network that cause the failure of DERs in riding
through the short term voltage drop of the PCC. This failure
refers to sag depth, sag duration and abnormal condition
performance category of DERs. Another disregarded point is
the overall DER capacity that is tripped over the abnormal
mode of operation. This sudden loss of generation capacity
follows the probability of any trouble in the local supplying
area or even the bulk power system.

The aim of this paper is the LVRT assessment of DPDNs
with an acceptable penetration level of DERs and the propo-
sition of a general mathematical model. Moreover, an index is
proposed to capture the LVRT capability of DPDN under the
stochastic nature of voltage sags. Unlike the works mentioned
above that focus more on the LVRT performance of a single
DER in a microgrid and their control methods, this aspect
of LVRT assessment helps us reach an analytical viewpoint
about the performance of DPDNs under different voltage
sags. Especially, to see the LVRT response of several DERs
within a DPDN to different voltage sags and determining
the DERs that cease to energize during the abnormal voltage
condition of the network.

This viewpoint on DPDNs is of importance as it can be
used in the future expansion planning of DPDNs with the
orientation of LVRT enhancement. Also, for a power system
with several DPDNs, blackouts as a consequence of DER
trips are a significant concern and to have a general and
simplified study about such blackouts, this viewpoint can be
helpful.

The next section explains these two concerns and elab-
orates on the contribution of the paper. Section III gives
the mathematical formulation of the problem and section IV
discusses the solution of solving the DAE. The results are
demonstrated and evaluated in section V and the conclusion
is given in the last section.

II. CONTRIBUTION
Let us consider a medium voltage distribution network inte-
grating a specific number of DERs that is so-called a DPDN.
This DPDN can have different abnormal operating perfor-
mance categories pertaining to the country grid code. When
the network faces a short term voltage dip, the DERs which
cannot meet the relevant LVRT requirement curve should
cease to energize.

About the short-term voltage dips, typically known as volt-
age sag, there are several types of equipment in distribution
networks sensitive to these anomalies. Thus the equipment
has different responses to voltage sags. This response can
either follow the trip of equipment or successfully riding
through the voltage sag.
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Authors in [34] and [35] have introduced an index for sag
severity to see the equipment tolerance and a distribution
network performance under different sag depth and duration.
Also, they have represented a frequentist inference for the
voltage sag occurrences in the distribution network. Evalu-
ation of network performance in the presence of voltage sag
was developed in [36] and [37] by considering the probabilis-
tic viewpoint and protection device settings. The equipment
trip probability is demonstrated in contour lines for different
applied voltage dips. Authors have used this methodology to
estimate the economic damages and reliability indices due
to the interruptions caused by voltage sag in the distribution
system.

Ref. [38] has modeled the tolerance curve of equipment
against the voltage sags and their failure possibility in the
fuzzy environment. However, voltage sag is modeled in a
probabilistic environment with probability density function,
which yields the evaluation of network performance in a
fuzzy probabilistic manner. Ref. [39] has introduced a voltage
sag impact factor with consideration of the sensitivity region
for equipment. This index is applicable in the probabilistic
evaluation of site performance under different voltage sags.

The Origin of voltage sags is an essential point to be
discussed. The origin of sags can be within the DPDN itself
(such as faults occur in equipment or motor start-up) or in the
transmission sector that mostly contains the transient faults.
There are several methods to detect the sag origin. In [40] as
one of the recent works, a hybrid method was implemented
for a distribution system to find out that the origin of voltage
sags is downstream of the HV/MV substation or above. Also,
it has taken into account the LVRT performance of DERs in
the measurements conducted in HV/MV substations to detect
the origin of faults.

Note that voltage sags originated from out of the DPDNs
in the transmission sector have different impacts from those
caused by faults or sudden overloading within the DPDN
itself. Nevertheless, here is a key question that should be
responded to. Is it necessary to consider both cases about the
sag origin in our analysis?

At first, the sags originated from the inside of DPDN are
considered. It is worth mentioning that the tripping of DERs,
which belong to a single DPDN for several minutes, does not
have any significant effect on the power system. At most,
it may result in the de-energization of its local loads for a
few periods. Then the loads are restored and the DPDN can
proceed to its normal operation.

In contrast, when a transient fault takes place at the trans-
mission level, it affects a large number of distribution feeders
equipped with DERs. These feeders have different reactions
to the voltage sags concerning the DER types and their LVRT
capability.

Thus, it is possible for a large number of these DERs not
to withstand the voltage sag and cease to energize. This can
be enough for the power system to run into a blackout by
a sudden loss of huge generation capacity at the distribu-
tion level [41]. Thus, it seems plausible to ignore the sags

originated from the inside of the DPDNs and focus on the
sags caused by transient faults in the transmission level.

Nowwhen voltage sag appears on the subtransmission sub-
station, consequently, the PCC voltage of DERs is affected.
Depending on the sag level and duration and especially the
LVRT categories, some of the DERs meet the LVRT require-
ment and stay connected. The others that cannot withstand
this situation should be tripped. Therefore, it is possible for
a DPDN to suddenly lose a portion of its generation. From
the power system point of view, the higher the amount of
lost generation in DPDNs, the higher the risk of going into
instabilities and blackouts.

Therefore, the primary purpose of this paper is to first give
a mathematical model based on the system of differential
algebraic equations (DAEs) to see the LVRT-based behavior
of a DPDN during voltage sag. This helps to find out which
DERs should cease to energize under specific voltage sag.
Then, the Monte Carlo simulation is carried out for different
sag severities and durations to obtain the LVRT capability of
DPDNs and their expected lost generation capacity.

In this study, note that it is not important to perform fault
analysis in the transmission network to reach the sag behav-
ior at the distribution level. However, what is aimed is to
attain an approximate behavior from the LVRT performance
of DPDNs in the presence of several DERs with different
abnormal operating performance categories.

Besides, this paper studies the LVRT capability of DPDNs
from the perspective of the DER category, hence it is not
important to take into account the type of DERs with the
same category (such as WT and PV as inverter-based DERs).
These DERs have the same abnormal operation categories,
albeit their different internal dynamical behavior. Neverthe-
less, this paper does not give importance to this difference
in transient behavior of DERs and their stability issues are
ignored.

Moreover, this work provides a context for future works
to study the impact of DPDN LVRT behavior on the con-
tingency analysis and blackout risk assessment in the power
system. This is of importance, as evaluating the response of
whole DERs in a power system to different voltage sags is a
time-wasting and so complicated work. Such projects require
a massive data about downstream networks and DERs.

Furthermore, this framework helps to look ahead to the
expansion planning in the distribution level and sitting and
sizing of DERs with consideration of LVRT. Its reason is
that the existing strategies for increasing DER capacity just
consider the cost and reliability issues. But for a power system
that will face high penetration of DERs, the LVRT capability
of its future DPDNs plays a key role.

The aforesaid expected LVRT capability is defined in an
index that is discussed later. The importance of this index
is discussed in section IV. Furthermore, it should be empha-
sized that this paper has not any concentration on the control
issues of DERs and improvement of their LVRT operational,
but suggests a framework to better resolve the main LVRT
problems in the future works.
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III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Before the explanation of the model, some assumptions must
be regarded. First, the dynamic stability of the DPDN and
DERs themselves are not the issue. So about the inverter-
based DERs, its time-variant behavior in the ac side after
the inverter is required. Also the synchronous type DERs
are analyzed from the LVRT standpoint and their transient
stability is not considered herein.

In addition, the load points during the sag period are
assumed to be modeled as an impedance load. Two categories
of DERs, synchronous and inverter-based are considered and
their time-variant behavior during the transient period is given
in the following.

A. SYNCHRONOUS GENERATORS
In the distribution level, this type includes mostly the diesel
generators in capacity of just several megawatts. Thus it is
acceptable to formulate them in a third order model [42]. Fol-
lowing equations represent the dynamic behavior of kth syn-
chronous generator in dq reference frame. Equations (1)-(4)
show the dynamic state of rotor angle, angular velocity, inter-
nal voltage and exciter voltage respectively and (5)-(6) relate
to the stator equations of the generator.

dδk
dt
= ω0,k . (ωk − 1) (1)

dωk
dt
=

1
M

(
Pm,k − PT ,k − Dk . (ωk − 1)

)
(2)

dE ′q,k
dt
=

1
T ′d0.k

(
E ′fd,k − E

′
q,k +

(
xd,k − x ′d,k

)
.id,k

)
(3)

dE ′fd,k
dt
= −

1
TAk

E ′fd,k +
KAk
TAk

(
Vref ,k − VB,k

)
(4)

Vbd,k = xq,k .iq,k (5)

Vbq,k = E ′q,k − x
′
d,k .id,k (6)

where

PT ,k = E ′q,k .iq,k +
(
xq,k − x ′d,k

)
.id,k .iq,k (7)

VB,k =
√
V 2
bd,k + V

2
bq,k (8)

The terminal electric power, bus voltages and stator
currents are shown by PT , Vbdq and idq respectively. The
parameters Pm and VB refer to the input mechanical power
and absolute bus voltage respectively. The other parameters
given in these equations such as excitation gains and time
coefficients are addressed in [42].

B. INVERTER-BASED DERS
Equations for inverter-based DERs consist of two terms, one
relates to the LCLfilter and other relates to the controller part.
The related equations for the ith DER of this type are given
below.
did,i
dt
=
−Rf ,i
Lf ,i

id,i + ω0.iq,i +
1
Lf ,i

(
vd,i − vod,i

)
(9)

diq,i
dt
=
−Rf ,i
Lf ,i

iq,i − ω0.id,i +
1
Lf ,i

(
vq,i − voq,i

)
(10)

dvod,i
dt
= ω0.voq,i +

1
Cf ,i

(
id,i − ibd,i

)
(11)

dvoq,i
dt
= −ω0.vod,i +

1
Cf ,i

(
iq,i − ibq,i

)
(12)

dibd,i
dt
=
−RC,i
LC,i

ibd,i + ω0.ibq,i +
1
LC,i

(
vod,i − vbd,i

)
(13)

dibq,i
dt
=
−RC,i
LC,i

ibq,i − ω0.ibd,i +
1
LC,i

(
voq,i − vbq,i

)
(14)

where [vdq, idq, vodq, ibdq, vbdq] are the state variables denote
to the inverter output voltage, inverter output current, capaci-
tor voltage, bus current and bus voltage respectively. R and L
are the resistance and inductance of the LCL filter and ω0 is
the base angular velocity.

These are the differential equations for the voltage and
current of the inverter-based DER in dq reference frame
that were fully explained in [43]. The equations related to
the controller of the inverter are brought in (15)-(18) which
consist of current controller equations and voltage controller
equations.

d8d,i

dt
= I refd,i − id,i (15)

d8q,i

dt
= I refq,i − iq,i (16)

vrefd,i = Kpi
(
I refd,i − id,i

)
+ Kii.8d,i − ω0.Lf ,i.iq,i + Vbd,i

(17)

vrefq,i = Kpi
(
I refq,i − iq,i

)
+ Kii.8q,i + ω0.Lf ,i.id,i + Vbq,i

(18)

The state variable 8 is auxiliary that helps to get rid of
the integral operator in equations (17) and (18). But about
the reference currents I refdq , it should be noticed that they are
determined at each time t according to the LVRT reactive
power injection strategy given below.

Si,t = VB,i,t .INi (19)

Qrefi,t =


0, VB,i,t ≥ 0.9
α.
(
0.9− VB,i,t

)
.Si,t , 0.2 ≤ VB,i,t < 0.9

Si,t , 0 ≤ VB,i,t < 0.2

(20)

Prefi,t =
√
S2i,t − Q

ref 2
i,t (21)

I refd,i,t =
Vbd,i,t .P

ref
i,t + Vbq,i,t .Q

ref
i,t

V 2
bd,i,t + V

2
bq,i,t

(22)

I refq,i,t =
Vbq,i,t .P

ref
i,t − Vbd,i,t .Q

ref
i,t

V 2
bd,i,t + V

2
bq,i,t

(23)

The parameter IN denotes the nominal current of the
inverter in the abnormal operation mode of the network and S
is the permissible apparent power injection in that time step.
Reference active and reactive powers set in each time step
are shown by Prefi,t and Qrefi,t . The absolute bus voltage of the
DER is shown by VB and α is a coefficient with a value of
about 1.43.
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C. NETWORK EQUATIONS
Now we have a set of DERs with any type integrated into a
DPDN that injects current during the sag period. This follows
the equation of voltage-current (24) by taking into account the
admittance matrix of the network. Since DPDNs usually have
higher number of buses in comparison with transmission net-
works, it is better to reduce the size of the admittance matrix
using Kron reduction method [44]. This helps in lowering the
number of overall equations.

Y RBus.V̄ = Ī (24)

In (24), Y RBus is the reduced-size admittance matrix, V̄ and
Ī are the bus voltages and current injection matrices. These
buses include the PCC of DERs and the substation bus.
However, since the (24) has a complex form, equations (25)
and (26) are extracted to simplify the modeling. In these
equations, G and B are the real and imaginary parts of the
admittance matrix.

G.V̄D − B.V̄Q = ĪD (25)

B.V̄D + G.V̄Q = ĪQ (26)

As it is seen, the voltage and currents are given in DQ axes
which is the common reference frame [45]. Equation (27)
gives the relationship between the two reference frames for
a sample variable F , where T is the transfer function.[
FD
FQ

]
=

[
Cos (δ) Sin (δ)
−Sin (δ) Cos (δ)

]
.

[
Fd
Fq

]
= T .

[
Fd
Fq

]
(27)

So by redefining the transfer function T in diagonal form,
the voltage-current equations can be rewritten as follows.
Matrix ϒ is the modified form of the reduced admittance
matrix. [

G −B
B G

]
.T .

[
V̄d
V̄q

]
= T .

[
Īd
Īq

]
(28)

T−1.
[
G −B
B G

]
.T .

[
V̄d
V̄q

]
= ϒ.

[
V̄d
V̄q

]
=

[
Īd
Īq

]
(29)

IV. DAE AND LVRT CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT
A. DAE SOLVE APPROACH
By taking a look at the aforementioned equations, it can
be seen that some of them are differential equations and
the others are algebraic equations that can be modeled in a
form like (30). This is a nonlinear system of semi-explicit
DAE [46], constructed of differential and algebraic terms.
The differential variables are shown by vector x, the algebraic
variables are shown by vector z and ut is the time-dependent
vector of input parameters.

dx
dt
= f (x, z,ut , t)

0 = g (x, z,ut , t)
(30)

There exist several methods to solve the DAE prob-
lems that the well-known one is the simultaneous
approach [47], [48]. In this approach, the differential equa-
tions are converted into algebraic equations at each time

step h by implementation of implicit methods such as trape-
zoidal or backward differential formula (BDF). Using the
trapezoidal method in this initial value problem, equation (30)
is reformulated as (31). Index n denotes the number of time
steps. 

xn+1 = xn +
h
2
. [f (xn+1, zn+1,un+1, t)

+f (xn, zn,un, t)]
0 = g (xn+1, zn+1,un, t)

(31)

Then by applying the Jacobian method to linearizing the
equations in each time step, the overall DAE problem can be
modeled in a general algorithm given in (32).
In (32), 3 is the matrix of coefficients, 9 is the matrix of

differential and algebraic variables and 0 denotes the output
vector dependent on vectors xn and zn.NTS is the total number
of time steps. At each time step, the mentioned linear system
of algebraic equations is solved which is dependent on DER
number set 2.
4 is a function of PCC voltages and time which checks in

each time step n that whether the DER number i meets the
LVRT requirement or not. The output of this function is 0,
unless the DER keeps its PCC voltage in acceptable level and
satisfies the LVRT requirement.

{for n = 1 : NTS
tn = tn−1 + h

32,n.92,n+1 = 02,n

{for k = 1 : |2|

i = 2 {k}

{if 4
(
V̄B,i,t , t

)
== 0

J = {J , k}

}

2 {J} = []

}

} (32)

where,

3 =


∂f
∂x

∂f
∂z

∂g
∂x

∂g
∂z

 , 9 =

[
x
z

]
(33)

When any DER is unable to meet the LVRT requirement
in time t , its relevant equations are omitted except the ones
that are in relation with voltage-current equations (by setting
its injected current to zero). In other words, just the nodal
dq voltages of this DER as the algebraic variables remain
included in the system of algebraic equations. This omission
is performed with respect to the updated set 2, So to solve
the equation, matrix 3 and vector 0 are reinstructed. Also
|2| denotes the cardinality of DER number set 2.
Therefore, in each time step, there exists a linear system

of algebraic equations that are solved to obtain the variables
of the next time step, considering that it is probable to have
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a reduction in the size of the equations. This reduction is due
to the trip of DERs that are not able to successfully meet the
LVRT requirement and shall be tripped.

B. EXPECTED LVRT CAPABILITY OF DPDN
Now it is the turn of LVRT capability assessment of
the DPDN by introducing an index named ELC. ELC is
the abbreviation of expected LVRT capability of a DPDN
expressed in percentage and refers to the expected amount
of generation capacity to remain connected during the sag
period.

What is important here is that the voltage sags appear on the
sub-transmission substation have stochastic nature, whether
its severity or its duration. Hence these parameters can be
taken into account as a random variable.

Monte Carlo simulation is an effective way to model the
stochastic behavior of voltage sags for both the sag severity ϑ
and the duration τ . It can help to observe most of the possible
outcomes and lets you have a better and more accurate per-
spective about the LVRT behavior of DPDN under abnormal
conditions. To this end, the associated random variables are
generated in NS number of scenarios based on the maximum
sag level of Vsag and the maximum sag duration of Tsag.

The ELC index for a DPDN is defined in (34). In this
formula, �D is the set of DER numbers, Cj is the capacity
of DER j and s denotes the scenario index. ζj,s (ϑs, τs) is a
binary variable as a function of sag level and duration, which
is equal to 1 for each DER if the LVRT requirement is met.
Also TDE is the total DER capacity of the DPDN calculated
in (35).

ELC =
1
NS

NS∑
s=1

∑
j∈�D

ζj,s (ϑs, τs)Cj

TDE
× 100% (34)

TDE =
∑
j∈�D

Cj (35)

As the ELC index percentage is higher, it states that the
DPDN is more resilient to the voltage sags from the LVRT
standpoint. The ELC of 1 indicates that all the DERs within
the DPDN proceed to operate and the ELC of 0 stands for
tripping of all the DERs for any kind of sags. In other words,
with ELC close to 1, it is so probable for DERs to stay
connected in any abnormal operating condition.

While for ELC close to 0, the DPDN has a little chance
to withstand the sags from the LVRT aspect and loses its
DER capacity. To explicate the importance of the work from
another aspect, consider a schematic of power system under
high penetration of DERs depicted in Fig. 2.

The system is exposed to the risk of blackouts due to an
unexpected trip of a large portion of generation in the DPDNs
in the case of short term faults occurrence in the transmission
sector and this is a concerning issue for the transmission
system operators (TSO).

TSO usually has great knowledge about the transmission
sector, its operation and dynamic behavior but does not have

FIGURE 2. Schematic of a general power system.

TABLE 1. Required data about DERS existing in the DPDN.

a better and clear view on the distribution level. Furthermore,
the TSO has no analytic perspective about the effect of a
sudden loss of several Gigawatts of capacity on the whole
system due to the transient fault occurrence.

Hence by extracting the ELC index value for each dis-
tribution feeder, it can give a broad view about the system
LVRT functioning to the TSO to better copewith this problem
and alleviate the difficulties after such abnormal conditions.
This index captures the LVRT strength of all the DPDNs in a
power system. Thus it may be necessary for the DPDNs with
lower capability of LVRT to place some additional DERswith
high LVRT capability or replace the low category DERs with
higher LVRT category DERs.

To have a survey of the aforesaid discussion, a flowchart is
given in Fig. 3 which pictures the overall progress of LVRT
assessment in a DPDN.

V. TEST NETWORK AND SIMULATION RESULTS
To verify the validity of the proposed framework, the IEEE
33 bus standard test system [49] shown in Fig. 4, is chosen
as the DPDN, and three case studies are considered. At all
just two types of DERs are taken into account as the installed
units in this network; diesel engine generator as synchronous
and WT as inverter-based generators, and the other types are
not used. The required data about the diesel generator and
the WT to solve the problem can be found in [50] and [51],
respectively.

A. STUDY CASE I
In the first study case, the represented mathematical model
is verified and the LVRT behavior of a DPDN with the
penetration level of about 70% is analyzed. Three DERs are
used in this DPDN and Table 1 shows the organization of
these DERs.
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FIGURE 3. Flowchart of LVRT assessment progress.

FIGURE 4. Schematic view of a DPDN.

Fig. 5 depicts the voltage variation of the buses connected
to the DERs for a voltage sag of 90% and a clearing time of
about 800 ms. This voltage reduction percentage is applied to
the DPDN substation.

In the absence of DERs, the voltage of the network buses
would drop to about 0.1 pu, but with the help of LVRT facility,
the dynamic voltage profile is changed. At first, what is seen
is that all three DERs have tripped before the end of abnormal
status, but what is notable is voltage changes in the PCCs.

The third DER with abnormal operating performance cat-
egory of I is on for 150 ms, but is tripped due to inability
to meet its relevant LVRT requirement. The category II DER

FIGURE 5. PCC voltage of DERs during the abnormal condition of network
for sag level of 90% and sag duration of 800 ms.

located at bus 3 is tripped after about 530 ms. The second
DER withstands the voltage sag for about 600 ms but its PCC
voltage does notmatch the level that LVRT operation function
requires and is ceases to energize.

The main reason for the first DER trip before the second
one is its closer location to the HV/MV substation. DER 1 has
a higher capacity, which directly affects the amount of reac-
tive power contribution. But due to the high depth of sag and
also the closer electrical distance to the substation, further
increase in its PCC voltage is not possible. However, it should
be noted that this injection of reactive power can affect the
voltage of other buses.

The other simulation is performed for two sag severities
of 70% and 50% and the sag duration of about 800 ms and
500 ms. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

FIGURE 6. PCC voltage of DERs during the abnormal condition of network
for sag level of 30% and sag duration of 280 ms.

As is seen in Fig. 6, just two DERs are tripped, unlike the
previous sage level that all were tripped. By reactive power
injection and with respect to the internal voltage of diesel
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FIGURE 7. PCC voltage of DERs during the abnormal condition of network
for sag level of 70% and sag duration of 280 ms.

engine generator, the voltage starts to rise in PCC of third
DER up to the 0.52 pu. But since its PCC voltage is less
than 0.70 pu, this DER ceases to energize after 150 ms. The
sag duration of 800 ms does not permit the first DER to
remain connected and is tripped after 739 ms because of its
PCC voltage. However, the PCC voltage of the esecond DER
during the abnormal period is in a manner that satisfies the
LVRT requirement and stays connected.

In Fig. 7, despite the voltage rise in PCC voltage of the
second DER, but PCC voltage of the third DER does not
reach the acceptable level after 150 ms and shall be tripped.
Concerning to the sag duration and higher LVRT capability
of category II DERs compared with category I types, the two
DERs are successful in meeting the LVRT requirement and
have not been tripped.

To capture the impact of DERs location on LVRT behavior
of DPDN, bus location of the DER 1 is replaced with bus
location of the DER 3. With respect to Fig. 8, The plot shown
with cyan color refers to the primary allocation of DERs and
the plot with red color shows the voltage variation of PCCs
in the case of replacement.

It can be observed that by replacement of DER locations,
the LVRT capability of the DPDN is improved and just one
DER is tripped. Its reason is that in the primary arrangement
of DERs, the first DER with abnormal operation category of
II is electrically close to the substation (sag location). This
effects the LVRT operation of this DER, since it has limited
capability of reactive power injection rather than the second
DER. However, in the second arrangement, this category
II DER is placed in a farther location from MV substation
resulting in a successful ride through.

Also, Fig. 9 represents this comparison for sag level of
80% and duration of 800 ms. Again it can be seen that all
the DERs are disconnected in the primary arrangement while
in the second one, two DERs are tripped, which verifies claim
of LVRT capability enhancement for DPDN.

FIGURE 8. Comparison of PCC voltage for different DER allocations in sag
level of 72% and sag duration of 800 ms.

FIGURE 9. Comparison of PCC voltage for different DER allocations in sag
level of 72% and sag duration of 800 ms.

DER capacity has its own impact on the LVRT opera-
tion of DPDN. By fixing the bus locations according to
Table 1 and redefining new DER capacities {1500, 1000,
700} kW, the PCC voltages are compared in Fig. 10 during
the sag period. The depth of the appeared sag is 56% and its
duration is about 300 ms.

Blue and pink colors, respectively show the results of
primary capacities and newly defined capacities. Increasing
the capacity especially the category II DERs yields a higher
amount of reactive power injection, leading to an increase in
PCC voltage.

Also, the impact of the DER number increase on the
LVRT operation of DERs is evaluated in this case study.
Table 2 gives the related data of four DERs with their size
and location.

The total DER capacity of DPDN is kept unchanged for the
aforementioned primary arrangement. Fig. 11 represents the
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of PCC voltage for different DER capacities in sag
level of 56% and sag duration of 300 ms.

TABLE 2. Required data about size, location and category of 4 DERS
existing in the DPDN.

FIGURE 11. LVRT behavior of DPDN with 4 DERs in sag level of 75% and
sag duration of 785 ms.

LVRT behavior of this DPDN in the sag level of 75% and sag
duration of 785 ms.

The two category I DERs at buses 13 and 30 are ceased
to energize after 150 ms. The other two remaining DERs at
buses 4 and 23 are tripped after 636 ms and 637 ms, respec-
tively. Nevertheless, the overall capacity of DPDN remains
equal, but because a considerable percentage of this value
relates to the two category I DERs, all are tripped before
returning to the normal operation mode of DPDN.

So this can be concluded as an important point that an
increase in the number of installed DERs does not necessarily
entail the enhancement in LVRT behavior of DPDN.

B. CASE STUDY II
In the second study case, the LVRT capability assessment
of the whole aforementioned primary DPDN is carried out.
AMonte Carlo simulation is implemented based on the avail-
able data in Table 3 to obtain the ELC index of the DPDN.
In this table, the total number of generated scenarios, lower
bound and upper bound for the random variables, voltage sag
severity level and sag duration are given.

TABLE 3. Required data for performing the Monte Carlo simulation.

The ELC value attained by applying the Monte Carlo
simulation is about 0.5705. This number means that from
the whole DER capacity of 3200 kW in the DPDN, just
about the 57% is expected to successfully stay connected
at all. To more clarify, it is expected for this DPDN among
all other distribution feeders of the system to keep on 57%
of its capacity in a short term abnormal condition. In other
words, TSO should just rely on 57% of this DPDN capacity
especially in the peak hours of the day and plan on about 43%
lost generation from this capacity.

Now, if an inverter-based generator as category II is
replaced with the diesel generator, it can be observed that
the ELC of 0.954 is reached. This value is greater than the
one obtained in the previous case and the reason definitely is
the higher LVRT capability of category II DERs rather than
category I DERs.

Next, the relationship between the ELC of a DPDN and
the penetration level of DERs is evaluated. In this case, it is
possible to observe the variation of ELC index versus the pen-
etration level of the DPDN, which is demonstrated in Fig. 12.

FIGURE 12. ELC variation with respect to penetration level of DERs.
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The penetration level is indirectly taken with the total DER
capacity of DPDN. This curve has an ascendingmanner at all,
which means that the LVRT capability of DPDNs has almost
a direct relationship with the penetration level of category II
DERs.

C. CASE STUDY III
In the last study case, the LVRT behavior of DERs and the
LVRT capability assessment of IEEE 69 test system [52] is
conducted. The system schematic is shown in Fig. 13.

FIGURE 13. Schematic of IEEE 69 bus test system.

Table 4 provides the required data about the DERs. Four
DERs are implemented to study the LVRT operation of
designed DPDN, three of them with category II and one of
them with category I abnormal operation capability.

TABLE 4. Required data about size, location and category of 4 DERS
installed in 69 bus DPDN.

Fig. 14 represents the LVRT response of DERs to a sag
depth of 83% with duration of 740 ms. Since the third DER
has abnormal operating performance category of I and its
PCC voltage should rise to above 0.70 pu after 150 ms,
it cannot meet this requirement and is tripped. Other 3 DERs

FIGURE 14. PCC voltages for sag level of 83% and duration of 740 ms.

are ceased to energize in close times 591 ms and 520 ms.
This result expresses that the network has an electrical struc-
ture that makes it difficult to distinguish between the LVRT
operation of DERs. While the DER located at bus 62 has
a capacity of 1000 kW, but there is not any considerable
difference between its PCC voltage variation and the other
ones.

Fig. 15 depicts a scattered plot from the LVRT behavior
of this DPDN, which shows the total lost DER capacity of
DPDN for a large sample of sag level and sag duration.

FIGURE 15. Scattered plot of total lost capacity for 69 bus DPDN.

As is seen, five colors are represented, which stand for dif-
ferent levels of lost capacity. The points colored withmagenta
indicate the contour that there is not any lost capacity. This
is true as either lower sag level or sag duration increases the
chance of keeping the DERs connected. Red color denotes the
loss of 1000 kW that points out the trip of category I DER.
Blue points stand for loss of 1600 kW capacity and green
colored points, which are few denote the total capacity loss
of 2600 kW. Contour colored with cyan points out the loss
of whole DER capacity takes place in voltage sags with high
severities and longer durations.

VI. CONCLUSION
The authors in this paper followed two main purposes. The
first one was to put together a general model for the LVRT
analysis of the DPDNs. This was achieved by represent-
ing a system of DAEs consisting of equations for category
I DERs, category II DERs and the equations for network
voltage-current relationship. As it was observed, the injection
of reactive power byDERswas a compelling factor for raising
the voltage of PCCs. However, the essential one was the
abnormal operating performance category of DERs. Due to
the lower LVRT capability of category I DERs, the short
time voltage drops, especially lower than 150 ms provides
an opportunity for DER to stay connected.

The second one was the assessment of LVRT capability for
DPDNs using the Monte Carlo simulation. The ELC index
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proposed was highly dependent on the LVRT category of
DERs, which means that increasing the percentage of capac-
ity of DERs with abnormal operating performance category
of I, most probably decreases the ELC of the DPDN. Also,
it was denoted that the penetration level of DERs had a
positive effect on the ELC index of the DPDN. The LVRT
assessment of the DPDN was carried out just under two
abnormal operating performance categories of DERs and
category III, which gives higher permissible stay time was
not considered. This work can be a background to future
studies in the LVRT-based planning of distribution networks
and the effect of LVRT behavior of DPDNs on the blackouts
occurring in the transmission level.
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